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Initial Question from a Marketing Management Perspective:
•

What are some of the key issues that Lenovo faces as it moves into the global marketplace from a
Marketing Management perspective?

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Q&A Response One by K.S.
Question: 123453367896ABCDCE9F9D76194232D6C396694F96F979362D67896C64F5796532D9336
A4C396D6CE96 6!8C76C963F96"67896#9$62335936789$6C96"C49%6278 61

Answer:
The first issue I discovered was that Lenovo was transitioning away from the ThinkPad. It is going to take Lenovo a while
to build up their new brand and it won’t have the name recognition in U.S. markets. It is going to take a long time for U.S.
consumers to buy a product from a brand they aren’t used to. They might end up not even buying into that brand at all the
end. Also, the strategies and tactics Lenovo uses to market the products in the U.S. are going to be different. Lenovo
should have developed an entry strategy. An entry strategy is the framework for entering a new global market. Choosing
the right strategy is very important because it is very costly and difficult to change. Lenovo should have successfully
focused on exporting, contractual agreements, strategic alliances and ownership. Also, when Lenovo moved into different
markets, they should have been aware that it is hard to target those consumers who have different needs, preferences, and
product usage demands.

Please provide a response with your thoughts and comments to the feedback provided above.
________________________________________________________________________________________
Q&A Response Two by C.G.
Question: 123453367896ABCDCE9F9D76194232D6C396694F96F979362D67896C64F5796532D9336
A4C396D6CE96 6!8C76C963F96"67896#9$62335936789$6C96"C49%6278 61

Answer:
Lenovo is faced with many issues. Some issues are a direct result of the decisions made my top management at Lenovo
and their push to be a market leader. Other issues are external to Lenovo and their focus, but still remain large issues that
must be overcome for them to reach their goals.
Initially, Lenovo must overcome the problems that are created by the company’s incredibly fast-paced growth.
Transitioning from a small, Chinese brand to a worldwide leader in the computer business with the acquisition of IBM is a
major change. As noted in the case study, Lenovo is already experiencing supply chain issues in their US market. Their
established, Chinese supply chain has been developed over years and seems to serve this market well. However, in the
US, a new supply chain is required which may entail looking at new methods of sourcing materials and distributing
finished goods.
In their quest to become a world leader in their industry, Lenovo must also now face the rest of the giants of the industry.
HP, Dell and others are not willing to give up market share to anyone – each company will must continue to come up with
new ways to grow their business and ensure current accounts are not lost to the new competition.
Also, by phasing out the ThinkPad line of computers and replacing it with their own brand, Lenovo might be hurting
themselves (at least in the short-term) by removing a well known and trusted brand name from their product line-up. US
markets that have used and liked the ThinkPad line for years may not be willing to automatically switch over to Lenovo’s
new line without at least looking at all options available to them as consumers – which also includes models from Dell
and HP.1
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Please provide a response with your thoughts and comments to the feedback provided above.

